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Abstract
This thesis details the conversion of a combustion-powered remote control car to
a series hybrid. This car will be one component of a toy car kit used to educate young
students about the benefits of hybrid vehicles. The kit will consist of four different types
of vehicles that students can build and drive: a combustion-powered car, an electric car, a
series hybrid and a parallel hybrid. This thesis explains the different types of hybrid cars,
series and parallel, used in the toy kit. It then discusses the lack of remote control hybrid
vehicles available in the market and the need for this toy kit to fill that void. This study
then details the design process used to develop the series hybrid car for the toy kit. A
customer needs assessment revealed that the best target age group for this product would
be students from eight to ten years of age. Research into the combustion-powered RC
market revealed the Losi Ten-T Truggy to be a suitable combustion-powered car for this
project; this is because it comes prebuilt and has a self-starting engine. The Novak
Havoc 1/10 Spec Brushless motor is the motor that is used for both the series and parallel
hybrids. It was chosen because its maximum torque matched that of the motor and
because it contains Hall Effect sensors; a plus for speed control. This thesis also contains
a step-by-step explanation of the prototype construction, and details the results of the
completed series hybrid prototype. This prototype achieved the set goals. It was
mechanically sound and functioning, and it will serve as a useful tool for students to learn
about hybrid vehicles. Some improvements could be made to the parts fabricated for the
prototype. A new design for one of the parts is shown at the end of the thesis. There is
still more work to be done before the toy kit is complete. Specifically work is ongoing to
create a motor controller for both the series and parallel cars.
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1. Introduction
This thesis details part of a project that is meant to educate young students about
two different types of hybrid cars, series and parallel, and to demonstrate to them the
differences between hybrid vehicles and fully combustion-powered or fully electric
vehicles. The goal of this project is to create a toy car kit consisting of four different
types of remote control cars. The kit will include a car that is fully combustion-powered,
fully electric, series hybrid and parallel hybrid. This will allow students to see the
different components in the four different vehicles. They will then be able to understand
what makes a hybrid car different from a combustion-powered car, and what the benefits
of a hybrid car are. This understanding will help students to have an appreciation of
hybrid vehicles in their future roles as vehicle buyers or designers.
The specific project outlined in this paper is the design and construction of the
series hybrid prototype for the kit. I designed and constructed the series hybrid
prototype, while my team member, Nate Michaluk worked to design and construct the
parallel hybrid prototype. Dr. Hosam Fathy supervised both of our efforts. The goal of
this project is to create a prototype that is converted from a Losi Ten-T Truggy
combustion-powered car. This prototype must be used as part of a kit to educate students
about hybrid vehicles. This study begins with an explanation of the different types of
hybrid cars, series and parallel, used in the toy kit (Section 2). Next, it reviews previous
work done in the field of educating students about hybrid vehicles and discusses this
project’s contributions to the market (Sections 3-4). Then the study goes into an
explanation of the design process used to develop the toy kit, focusing on the series car.
A detailed description of the development and construction of the prototype of the series
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car follows (Section 5). Finally, the thesis concludes with an explanation of the results
and suggestions for future work on the project (Sections 6-8).

2. Comparison of Series and Parallel Hybrid Vehicles
While there are many different hybrid vehicle configurations, the two basic
configurations are series and parallel. The series configuration is efficient for large
energy demands, and the parallel hybrid is more suitable for high speed or acceleration
[1]. In the series hybrid, the electric motor provides all of the propulsion power. The
engine is only there to increase the power available to the motor. The ideal series hybrid
is constructed to have the motor driving the wheels through a transmission, while the
engine drives a generator that is connected to a battery. This battery is then connected to
the motor [2]. Figure 1 shows the basic layout of a series hybrid car.

Figure 1: Layout of a Series Hybrid Vehicle [obtained from ref. 3]

The parallel hybrid configuration can receive propulsion power from both the
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electric motor and the engine. In a parallel vehicle, the engine can be coupled to the
driveshaft and to the transmission via a clutch. The electric motor can be connected to
the driveshaft the same way. The engine and motor torques act in parallel to drive the
car. Either the engine or the motor can provide the power to the vehicle or both can
provide it at the same time [3]. Figure 2 shows the layout of a parallel hybrid car.

Figure 2: Layout of a through the road Parallel Hybrid Car [obtained from ref. 4]

The toy kit constructed for this project will have both a series and a parallel remote
control car. This thesis focuses on the design and construction of the prototype for the
series car.

3. Previous Work in this Field
There is a growing recognition in the community that society needs to invest in
educating its younger members about sustainability [5]. However, there is little effort
being made to educate young students about vehicle hybridization either in the classroom
3

or out of it. This can be seen by the lack of toy hybrid vehicles in the market.
There are many different types of remote control (RC) cars available for children.
While most come prebuilt and ready to run (RTR), there are some that advertize the
educational aspect that comes with building the car. These cars allow the user some
insight into the construction and function of the car. Most of these kits require the user to
place the wheels and some of the gearing to get the car to run [6], [7]. These kits are a
good way for children to gain an understanding of how a remote control car works, but
none of them provide an understanding of how a real vehicle works. Most of the remote
control cars on the market are electric. Realistic combustion-powered RC cars on the
market include the Nitro fuel cars. These cars have functioning combustion engines.
Missing from the market, though, are hybrid car kits. If students learn the benefits of
hybrid vehicles at a young age, they may be more willing to purchase them in the future.
The toy kit described in this thesis will work to fill this void in education.

4. Contributions to the Market
The work described herein was challenging for five reasons. First, the paucity of
similar hybrid electric vehicle toy kits on the market meant that this effort would venture
into unexplored design territory. The kit developed by this team will introduce two
different types of hybrid RC cars for students to build. This will allow students to easily
see the differences between these types of cars and what the benefits of the hybrids are.
The second challenging aspect of this project was the team’s lack of background
knowledge in the subject of hybrid vehicles. The designing of the hybrids began with a
lot of research on the types of hybrid vehicles and how they differed from a combustion4

powered vehicle.
The third challenge came when the team had to choose a combustion-powered RC
vehicle to serve as a base car for the kit. There are many different types of combustionpowered RC cars on the market, and finding the one that would work well as a converted
hybrid required a great deal of research into the subject. The decision of which
combustion-powered car to use is a crucial one because every other car in the kit would
be converted from this vehicle.
The next challenging aspect was finding components that are compatible with the
combustion-powered car. An electric motor and generator had to be found that would
provide the proper amount of power and torque to match the engine. This involves an
examination of motor and engine specifications and an understanding of how power,
torque and vehicle speed are related. A battery also had to be selected to match the
power requirements of the motor.
Finally, the placement of the components in the hybrid vehicles was a challenge. It
is difficult to place additional components onto the chassis of an already-designed car.
The motor, generator and battery had to be added to create the series hybrid car, and there
was very little additional space available to work with. The components had to fit and
connect in the proper way, but they also needed to maintain proper weight distribution
and avoid overheating. The layout of the components had to be developed entirely from
scratch. Additional parts also had to be designed and fabricated to hold the various
components in place.
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5. Design Process
5.1 Customer Needs Assessment
The first step for designing the series hybrid prototype, was conducting a customer
needs assessment for the kit as a whole. First, a target age range for the kit had to be
determined. Dr. Alison Carr-Chellman, the department head of Learning and
Performance Systems in the College of Education at The Pennsylvania State University,
worked with the team to decide an age range. She suggested that the kit be designed to
target kids from 8 to 10 years of age. This age range was chosen because children of that
age are old enough to learn the basics of how a car works, and to do basic construction on
the cars. These children are also of an age where they would be excited about the
opportunity to drive and experiment with remote control cars. The purpose of this kit is
to appeal to all young students, including girls, so that they can gain an education about
hybrid vehicles. Dr. Carr-Chellman explained that, while RC cars naturally appeal to
young boys, some effort would need to be made to attract young girls. The team
contacted Kristen Dreyer, the Coordinator of Student Programs for Women in Science
and Engineering, to help with this. She suggested that to appeal to girls of that age group,
the kit could not focus only of the engineering aspect of hybrid cars, but it also had to
explain how these cars affected the community at large. She explained that girls tend to
be more focused on the social aspect of products. This tendency works well with the kit
because the goal is not just to explain how hybrid cars work, but also how they relate to
the environment. The next step after determining the customers’ requirements was to
develop a concept for the kit.
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5.2 Concept Development and Component Selection
To best show the differences between the different types of vehicles, one of each
kind would be represented in the kit. Thus, the kit would contain a fully combustionpowered vehicle, a fully electric vehicle and two hybrids, the series and the parallel. The
fully combustion-powered vehicle would be converted into each of the other three. Since
this car would be the basis for every car in the kit, the team was very careful when
selecting the specific combustion-powered RC car. Peter Ginzburg, a member of the
Pennsylvania State University RC club, recommended the Losi T-Ten Truggy. His
reasoning was that the car came prebuilt, which would make finding replacement parts
easier and cheaper. He also suggested the T-Ten Truggy because it has a self-starting
engine. This is very beneficial for use as a hybrid. After the team finished the design
concept for the kit and selected the combustion-powered car, the next step was to work
on the component selection for the hybrid vehicles.
The series and parallel vehicles require an electric motor. The team chose Novak
Havoc 1/10 Spec Brushless System as the electric motor for both the series and parallel
cars. It will also function as a generator in the series car. This motor was selected
because it is brushless, which means higher efficiency and less maintenance. This motor
also contains Hall Effect sensors. These sensors enable the user to determine the position
of the magnet inside of the motor even if the motor is not moving. This will be helpful in
the construction of the motor controller for the cars. This motor also provides a torque
that is comparable to the torque provided by the combustion-powered engine of the TTen Truggy. This means that the gearing will not need to be altered for the vehicle,
which simplifies construction. The battery for both hybrids is the 7.4V LiPo Hard Case
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Stick Pack. The battery power is compatible with the motor, and the battery is of a
reasonable size to fit on the car. Once the components were chosen, the next step was to
design the concept of the series hybrid.
The motor, the generator and the battery had to be fixed in place on the
combustion-powered car. They had to be placed so that the motor connected to the gearbox and the battery, while the battery connects to the generator. The generator then
connects to the engine. There was very little space to work with in the car, so Mr.
Michaluk and I created parts to hold the motor and generator in place without taking up
any more space than necessary. We also came up with brackets to hold the battery on to
the side of the car. We developed these parts together because we wanted to keep all of
the parts used on the two hybrids as standardized as possible. I then disassembled the
combustion-powered vehicle and moved the components until I came up with a layout
that allowed everything on the series hybrid to fit properly. After I had a concept for the
series hybrid, I had to construct a prototype.

5.3. Prototype Construction
In addition to the combustion-powered car, motor, generator and battery listed
above, there are other tools and parts needed to construct the series hybrid prototype.
The list of tools and fasteners is included in Appendix B. This list details the fasteners
that need to be purchased and which ones are used to connect the different parts together.
Some parts must also be fabricated for the construction. The prototype requires two
battery brackets, one fuel tank support, a large motor support and a small motor support.
Pictures of the parts are provided below in Figures 3-5, while the engineering drawings
are provided in Appendix C.
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Figure 3: Battery bracket

Figure 4: Fuel tank support

Figure 5: Motor support

To begin the construction, the plastic covering on the fully combustion-powered
vehicle is removed. Once the covering is removed, the fuel tank is taken out. It is
unscrewed from the floor of the car and the tubes connecting the fuel tank to the engine
and exhaust are gently pulled off.

Figure 6: Car without cover

Figure 7: Fuel tank

Next, the battery cover and the battery are removed. There is a black, plastic
divider near the center of the car. This part is also removed; an image of this part is
provided in Figure 8. This leaves the car looking as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Plastic divider

Figure 9: Car without fuel tank, battery or divider

The engine and exhaust are then taken out. The fasteners holding the engine on are
accessed from the bottom of the car. These two parts are removed while still remaining
connected to each other as shown in Figure 10. The engine is the last component that is
taken out. The next step is to drill the holes into the base of the car. These holes are for
the fasteners that will hold the components into their new positions. An image of the
holes for the motor supports and the engine is provided below in Figure 11, and the exact
locations and dimensions of the holes are provided in Appendix C. Holes are then drilled
on the other side of the car for the battery brackets. These dimensions are also provided
in Appendix C. A portion of the plastic base of the car is then removed so that the engine
can fit in its new location. This altered base can be seen in Figure 11 along with the
fastener holes. The amount of plastic removed is 2.35” measured from the rear end of the
car. A hole is also drilled into the plastic on the same side of the car towards the front to
secure the exhaust. An image of the exhaust connected is shown below in Figure 12, and
dimensions of the exact location of the hole are in Appendix C. The car is now ready for
the components to be connected.
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Figure 10: Engine with exhaust

Figure 11: Car with holes drilled

Figure 12: Exhaust fastener

The electric motor is first connected to the smaller motor support. The motor is
positioned so that the motor wires are at the top of the support. The support is then
attached to the bottom of the car. The car then looks like Figure 15.

Figure 13: Motor connected to motor Figure 14: Motor connected to
support
motor support front view

Figure 15: Motor on car

Now the larger motor support is connected to the fuel tank support. Once those
parts are together, the fuel tank is connected to the fuel tank support. Finally, the
generator is attached to the larger motor support. This process is shown in Figures 16-18.

Figure 16: Fuel tank support
connected to motor support

Figure 17: Fuel tank connected to
support

Figure 18: Generator connected to
support
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Now the connected fuel tank and generator are installed in the car. The fit is very
tight with the motor installed. The engine is added after the generator. The exhaust is
secured using the hole drilled in the side of the car.

Figure 19: Fuel tank and generator on car

Figure 20: Engine on car

The last thing that is added to the car is the battery. The battery and brackets are
attached via the holes drilled previously. Once the battery is in place, the prototype is
complete. The once fully combustion-powered RC car, the Losi Ten-T Truggy, is now a
series hybrid car.

Figure 21: Battery on car

Figure 22: Final prototype
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6. Results
The end product of this work is a series hybrid prototype. This prototype fits all
of the components of a series hybrid vehicle onto the existing body of the Losi Ten-T
Truggy.
This prototype achieved the desired results. This car is meant to be a part of a kit
that will educate young students about hybrid vehicles. In order to do this, it needs to
show the differences between a hybrid and a fully combustion-powered vehicle. This
prototype succeeds in that goal because it is actually a converted combustion-powered
car. Taking a combustion-powered vehicle and converting it to a hybrid may have been
more difficult than simply designing a hybrid vehicle from the beginning, but the
conversion allows for a richer educational experience; students can directly compare a
Losi Ten-T Truggy before and after conversion. The prototype provides students with a
useful educational tool, which is also a mechanical success .
It was a challenge to place an electric motor, a generator and a battery onto a
prebuilt car. This prototype has all of the components on the car and able to function
without overheating or ruining the weight distribution of the car. The other mechanical
challenge was to make a car that could be built by students as part of a kit. This
prototype uses the same types of fabricated parts as the parallel hybrid prototype that
Nate Michaluk constructed. It will be possible to simply create a large number of these
parts and use them for both cars in the kit. This standardization will make the kits easy to
construct and cheaper. The assembly of the hybrid also requires no power tools
providing the kit contains the fabricated parts. This prevents any risk of injury.
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7. Conclusions
There were two types of lessons learned through this project. I learned the
following:
•

The differences between series and parallel hybrids

•

How the different types of hybrids function

•

How an electric motor works

•

How Hall Effect sensors work

•

The basics of power electronics

The project also contributed information to society. This project revealed the
following new information:
•

How to convert the Losi Ten-T Truggy combustion-powered RC car to a series
hybrid

•

The types of electric motor and battery that are compatible with the Losi Ten-T
Truggy

•

The layout of the components in the Losi Ten-T Truggy hybrid car

•

How to fabricate the parts necessary to hold the components on the hybrid car
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8. Improvements and Future Work
The prototype has components that can be improved with more time. The support
for the motor could be improved with more machining. Ultimately, the goal is to make it
look like the one in Figure 23. This improvement will save space inside of the car.

Figure 23: Improved motor support

Another improvement would be to round the edges of all of the fabricated parts in
the car. This will lessen the risk of injury to students. The placement of the battery could
also be changed. Its current position on the side of the car may be negatively affecting
the weight distribution. It might be possible and beneficial to place it more towards the
middle of the car above the other components. Along with these improvements, there is a
lot more work to be done before the kit is a success.
The car needs to have a motor controller to function. This controller is in the
process of being designed and constructed. Also, the pinion gear for the electric motor
and the generator must be chosen. The gears need to match the existing gears on the
engine and drive-train. Work also needs to be done to find a customer for the kit. It
would be beneficial to have a group of students test the designs to see if they really are
compatible with the target age group. The students could test the building process for the
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cars and could provide feedback for the team. There is certainly work that must be done
in the future for the kit overall to be a success.
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Appendix A
Motor Specs
Bundles:

Combos

KV:

1000 - 2000Kv

Motor Type:

Brushless - Sensor

Turn:

21.5T

Battery Specs
Battery Type

LiPo

Capacity

4000 - 4999mAh

Configuration

2S

Connector Type

Universal

Height

0.98 in (24.8mm)

Length

5.45 in (139mm)

Maximum Burst Discharge

40C

Maximum Continuous Discharge

20C

Number of Cells

2

Type

LiPo

Voltage

7.4V

Weight

7.76 oz (220g)

Width

1.88 in (47.8mm)

Wire Gauge

12 AWG
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Losi Ten-T Truggy Specs
Type

Truggy

Scale

1/10

Length

17.75 in

Width

13.5 in

Wheelbase

6.2 lb

Chassis

Black anodized aluminum

Tire Type

320-Series Zombie Max

Engine

Losi 3.4 performance engine

Radio

DX3s by Spektrum

Batteries

7.4V LiPo receiver pack (included)

Charger

LiPo wall charger (included)

Kit/RTR

RTR

Body

Pre-painted and decorated; available in
Green or Orange
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Appendix B
This is a table of the fasteners used in the construction of the series hybrid
prototype. This table lists only the fasteners that differ from those that came with the
combustion-powered vehicle.
Parts Being Connected

Fastener Size

Motor Support to Base of Car

6-32

Fuel Tank Support to Motor Support

6-32

Motor Support to Motor

5-40

Battery Brackets to Car

8-32

Fuel Tank to Fuel Tank Support

5-45
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Appendix C
This appendix contains the CAD drawings of the fabricated parts for the series
hybrid prototype. Only the drawings for the final desired parts are included. The motor
support drawing is the drawing for the image shown in Section 8.
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This image describes the locations of the holes on the floor of the car.

1

6

2
7

5
3

8
4

1
2
3
4
5, 7
6
8

.36”
1”
.9”
.55”
1.3”
1.05”
.2”
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